Claudia Aburto Gúzman, Associate Professor of Spanish


Poetry Reading. Texas Christian University. Reading of La lente y la ciudad. The Lens and the City. Fort Worth, TX, February 2011.

William G. Ambrose Jr., Professor of Biology


Presentation: Andrew Bernard*, William Ambrose, Jr., Kate Meltzer* and William Locke* “Interannual Growth Rate Variation in the Soft-Shell Clam, Mya arenaria, and Its Relationship to Temperature Differences at Maquoit Bay, Maine” 40th Benthic Ecology Meetings, Mobile, AL, March 2011.


Martin E. Andrucki, Charles A. Dana Professor of Theater

Playwright: Marie and the Nutcracker, Staged Reading, Islesboro Community Center, Islesboro, ME, 2011.


Study guides published by The Public Theatre during the 2009-2010 season: Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Visiting Mr. Green, and Southern Comforts. The Public Theatre, Lewiston, ME. (not reported in 2009-2010)

Áslaug Ásgeirs dóttir, Associate Professor of Politics


Senem Aslan, Assistant Professor of Politics


Presentation: “State-Kurdish Conflict in the Turkish Republic,” Department of Political Science, SUNY-Oswego, Oswego, NY, October 2010.


**Rachel Narehood Austin, Professor of Chemistry**


Presentation: “Recent advances in understanding the reaction mechanism of alkane hydroxylase (AlkB), a key metalloenzyme in the carbon cycle,” Penn State Frontiers of Metallobiochemistry, University Park, PA, June 2010.

**Cynthia M. Baker, Associate Professor of Religious Studies**


Laura C. Balladur, Visiting Assistant Professor of French


Ronald E. Barry Jr., Lecturer in Biology

Editor, Journal of Mammalogy, 2009-present.


Ryan W. Bavis, Associate Professor of Biology


Presentation: “Development of the hypoxic ventilatory response in hyperoxia,” Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, NH, August 2010.

Myron M. Beasley, Assistant Professor of African American Studies and American Cultural Studies


William Blaine-Wallace, Lecturer in African American Studies, Multifaith Chaplain


Helen C. Boucher, Assistant Professor of Psychology


Dale E. Chapman, Assistant Professor of Music


Anita S. Charles, Lecturer in Education and Director of Teacher Education


Lilian I. Childress, Assistant Professor of Physics


Presentation: The NV center in diamond. Lecture series at the Quantum and Nonlinear Optics Summer School, Sonderborg, Denmark, August 2010.


Joanne F. Cole, Lecturer in History, Director of the Peer Writing Project

John R. Cole, Thomas Hedley Reynolds Professor of History


John H. Corrie, Lecturer in Music

As Artistic Director and Conductor of the Androscoggin Chorale:


Rebecca W. Corrie, Phillips Professor of Art and Visual Culture


Presentation: “The Conradin Bible and Other Projects: Manuscript Illuminators at Work between Naples and Rome,” Convegno di Studi Storici e Critici sul Manoscritti miniati per la chiesa, per la città, per la corte in Europa: lavori in corso, Padua, Italy, December, 2010.

Jane T. Costlow, Professor of Environmental Studies

Co-editor (with Amy Nelson) and author, “Introduction” and “For the bear to come to your threshold: human-bear encounters in late Imperial Russian writing,” The Other Animals: Situating the Non-Human in Russian Culture and History. Pittsburgh University Press, 2010.


**David R. Cummiskey, Professor of Philosophy**


**Loring M. Danforth, Charles A. Dana Professor of Anthropology**


Alexandre E. Dauge-Roth, Associate Professor of French


Presentation: “Writing and Filming the Genocide of the Tutsis in Rwanda.” Institute for Research and Dialogue for Peace (IRDP), Kigali, Rwanda, April 2011.


Presentation: “Représentations culturelles et littéraires du génocide des Tutsis au Rwanda.” Series of 7 lectures, Université de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland, February/April 2011.


Donald C. Dearborn, Professor of Biology


Presentation: Dearborn DC and Juola FA. April 2011. Sequence-based evidence for MHC-disassortative mate choice in a colonial seabird. Maine Biological and Medical Sciences Symposium, Mount Desert Island Biological Lab, Salisbury Cove, ME.


**Craig J. Decker, Professor of German**


**Lavina Dhingra, Professor of English**


**Carol J. Dilley, Associate Professor of Dance**


Choreographer and Dancer: 50/50. Saco, ME, Boston, MA, Darian, NH, Bridgeport, MA, September 2010.

**Amy Bradfield Douglass, Associate Professor of Psychology**


Francesco G. Duina, Associate Professor of Sociology


Elizabeth A. Eames, Associate Professor of Anthropology


J. Dykstra Eusden Jr., Professor of Geology

and Huntington Ravine, New Hampshire: Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs, Vol. 43, No. 1, p. 73.


**Holly A. Ewing, Associate Professor of Environmental Studies**


**Robert L. Farnsworth, Senior Lecturer in English**

Readings: The Frost Place, Franconia, NH, July 2010; Curtis Memorial Library, Brunswick, ME, February 2011.


**Gina A. Fatone, Assistant Professor of Music**


**Sylvia A. Federico, Associate Professor of English**


**Robert A. Feintuch, Senior Lecturer in Art and Visual Culture**


**David R. George, Jr., Lecturer in Spanish**


Presentation: "'More was lost in Cuba': Democracy and the 1898 Conflict in TVE's Cañas y barro and La barraca," 14th Annual Mediterranean Studies Association International Conference. Ionian University, Corfu, Greece, May 2011.

Dennis Grafflin, Professor of History


Meredith L. Greer, Associate Professor of Mathematics


Judy A. Head, Associate Dean of Faculty and Lecturer in History


Rebecca M. Herzig, Professor of Women and Gender Studies


William C. Hiss, Lecturer in Asian Studies and Executive Director for International Advancement


Margaret A. Imber, Associate Professor of Classical and Medieval Studies


Beverly J. Johnson, Associate Professor of Geology


Todd A. Kahan, Associate Professor of Psychology


Presentation: Kahan, T.A., Colligan*, S.M., & Wiedman*, J.N. (2010, November) *Are looming and receding objects processed in a stimulus-driven capacity-free manner?* 51st Annual meeting of the Psychonomic Society, St. Louis, MO.

Sonya M. Kahlenberg, Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology


Emily W. Kane, Whitehouse Professor of Sociology


Stephanie Kelley-Romano, Associate Professor of Rhetoric

Nancy W. Kleckner, Associate Professor of Biology


Nancy S. Koven, Assistant Professor of Psychology


Susan W. Langdon, Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology


T. Glen Lawson, Professor of Chemistry

Presentation: Lawson, T.G. (2010). “Modulation of Picornaviral 3C Protease Concentration by Multiple Ubiquitylation Pathways.” University of Arizona College of Medicine, Phoenix, AZ.

Lynne Y. Lewis, Professor of Economics


Presentation: “Dam Removal and Benefits Transfer: If you’ve seen one, have you seen them all?” World Congress of Environmental and Resource Economists, Montreal, Québec, June-July 2010.

Hong Lin, Professor of Physics


Francisca López, Professor of Spanish


Kathryn Graff Low, Professor of Psychology


Nathan E. Lundblad, Assistant Professor of Physics


Cristina Malcolmson, Professor of English


Presentation: “Shakespeare’s Gertrude and Webster’s *Duchess*,” Shakespeare Association of America, Seattle, WA, April 2011.

**Katherine M. Mathis, Lecturer in Psychology**


**Margaret Maurer-Fazio, Betty Doran Stangle Professor of Applied Economics**


**Karen Melvin, Assistant Professor of History**


Daniel T. Mills, Lecturer in the Humanities and Director of the Bates College Museum of Art


Exhibition: *Meditations on Empire*, Mandeville Gallery, Union College, Schenectady, NY, July-September 2010.

Exhibition: *The Aesthetics of War and Reconciliation*, Moreau Art Galleries, Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame, IN, January-February 2011.


Presentation: *Meditations on Empire*, Gallery Talk, Mandeville Gallery, Union College, Schenectady, NY. (September 2010)

Hiroya Miura, Assistant Professor of Music


Film Score: *Three Bill Goats with Headless Horse Company*, 2010.

Elke Morris, Senior Lecturer in Art and Visual Culture


Michael P. Murray, Charles Franklin Phillips Professor of Economics


Lillian R. Nayder, Professor of English


Presentation: “Fanny and Letitia; or Dickens’s Sisters Write Back,” Charles Dickens in the New Millennium, Université de Provence, Aix-en-Provence, France, June 2010.


Trian Nguyen, Associate Professor of Art and Visual Culture


Georgia N. Nigro, Professor of Psychology and Interim Director of the Harward Center for Community Partnerships

Hillery A. Oakes, Lecturer in Writing and Director of Writing

Presentation: “Writing as Learning, Writing as Thinking.” Colby College, Waterville, ME, March 2011.


Presentation: “The Murky Middle: Midlevel Writing Requirements,” Small Liberal Arts College Writing Program Administrators, Denison University, Granville, OH, January 2011.

Keiko Ofuji, Lecturer in Japanese Language

“Sexuality Education in America,” Konna-ni Chigau, Sekai-no Sei Kyoiku (How Different Sexuality Education is in the World!) Media Factory, Tokyo, Japan, April 2011.


Mark B. Okrent, Professor of Philosophy


Eden K. Osucha, Assistant Professor of English


Karen A. Palin, Lecturer in Biology


James P. Parakilas, Professor of Music and James L. Moody Jr. Family Professor of Performing Arts


Presentation: “Hearing Chopin as Polish, Hearing Chopin as Parisian,” Chopin Bicentennial Celebration, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, September 2010.


Clarisa Pérez-Armendáriz, Assistant Professor of Politics


Presentation: “Trans-state Communication and Political Learning: The Paradoxical Strength of Long-Distance Ties,” at “Reimagining the Americas,” the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, April 2010 (not previously reported in 2009-2010).

Sonja K. Pieck, Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies


Melinda A. Plastas, Visiting Assistant Professor of Politics


Erica Rand, Professor of Art and Visual Culture and Women and Gender Studies


Presentation: “Pull Your Blade to Your Scalp While Wearing Small Breasts: Grim Advances in Figure Skating’s Judging System,” Cultural Studies Association annual conference, Chicago, IL, March 2011.


Kirk D. Read, Associate Professor of French


Presentation: “Luth, compagnon de ma calamité: writing and/as suffering in 16th-century women’s lyric” Renaissance Society of America Annual Conference, Montreal, Québec, April 2011.
Michael E. Reidy, Lecturer in Theater and Technical Director


Michael J. Retelle, Professor of Geology


Mary T. Rice-Defosse, Professor of French


James G. Richter, Professor of Politics


Daniel Riera-Crichton, Assistant Professor of Economics


Bronwyn Sale, Lecturer in Education

Exhibition: *Ensemble: Spring Group show*, Two Echo, Brunswick, ME, 2011.


Presentation: “What is Creativity and Can We Teach It? Constructing Creativity in High School Art Classes,” 2011 National Art Education Association National Convention, Seattle, WA.
Jennifer D. Sandler, Visiting Assistant Professor of Education


Michael J. Sargent, Associate Professor of Psychology


Paula J. Schlax, Associate Professor of Chemistry


William P. Seeley, Visiting Assistant Professor in Philosophy


Presentation: “μξΦα, ARMUI, or Towards an Old Fashioned Methodology for a Cognitive Neuroscience of Art,” Aesthetic Anarchy III: This Time It’s Methodological, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, May 2011.
Presentation: “X-Ray Foxtrot Alpha Mike or a Question of Methodology for Experimental Aesthetics: Comments on Richard Kamber’s ‘Experimental Philosophy of Art’,” *American Philosophical Association, Pacific Division Meeting*, San Diego, CA, April 2011.

Presentation: “ Gestures, Vectors, Cantilevers, and Other Uncontrolled Activities (artist’s talk),” *Senior Thesis Colloquium, Studio Art Department*, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, April 2011.


Mark D. Semon, Professor of Physics


Caroline E. Shaw, Assistant Professor of History


Bonnie J. Shulman, Associate Professor of Mathematics


Rebecca J. Sommer, Associate Professor of Biology

Katherine A. Stefko, Director, Edmund S. Muskie Archives and Special Collections Library


Brian R. Steininger, Assistant Professor of Asian Studies and Japanese

“Women Reading a ‘Masculine Hand’,” Proceedings of the Association for Japanese Literary Studies 11 (Summer 2010).


John S. Strong, Charles A. Dana Professor of Religious Studies


Robert Strong, Lecturer in English


Sarah M. Strong, Professor of Japanese Language and Literature


Nathan W. Tefft, Assistant Professor of Economics


Thomas F. Tracy, Phillips Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies

Presentations: “When We Say that God Acts, What Do We Think God Does?” and “Scientific Vetoes and the Hands-Off God: Can We Say that God Acts in History?” Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences, Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, CA, October 2010.

Katalin Vecsey, Lecturer in Theater


Henry J. Walker, Senior Lecturer in Classical and Medieval Studies

Presentation: “Sacrifice and Violence in Ancient Greece,” Workshop on Violence, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, May 2011.


Jonathan E. Webster, Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics


Thomas J. Wenzel, Charles A. Dana Professor of Chemistry


Presentation: “Writing More Competitive Research and Curriculum Grant Proposals,” Quinnipiac University, Hamden, CT, April 2011.


Presentations: “Succeeding as a Faculty Member at a Primarily Undergraduate Institution,” and “Chiral Receptor Compounds as Enantioselective NMR Shift Reagents and Catalysts for Curricular Reform,” University of California, Riverside, CA, November 2010.


Anne D. Williams, Professor Emerita of Economics

“18th Century Jigsaws,” BCD Newsletter, no. 96, June 2010, p. 10.
“Tribute to Tom Tyler,” AGPC Quarterly 12:2, Summer 2010, pp. 6-7.


Peter N. Wong, Professor of Mathematics

Editor, ISRN Geometry, 2011-present.


Presentation: Torus homotopy groups and group of homotopy groups, XVII Encontro Brasileiro de Topologia, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, August 2010.

Presentation: A combinatorial analog of a theorem of C. Yang, Simpósio de Topologia Algébrica, Brotas, Brazil, October 2010.